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Hot ~nonequilibrium! phonon effects on electron transport in rectangular GaAs/AlAs quantum wires
have been investigated by a self-consistent Monte Carlo simulation. Confinement and localization of
optical phonons have been taken into account. We have demonstrated that at room temperature hot
optical phonons lead to a significant increase in electron drift velocity. This hot-phonon drag effect
is due to the strongly asymmetric nonequilibrium phonon distribution. As a result, phonon
absorption for forward transitions~electron gains momentum along electric field! is enhanced,
whereas absorption for backward transitions~electron gains momentum against electric field! is
suppressed. At low temperatures diffusive heating of electrons by hot phonons dominates over
hot-phonon drag and the electron drift velocity decreases. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonequilibrium phonon populations~hot phonons! gen-
erated by hot-electron gases affect virtually all electron
phenomena in semiconductors~see, e.g., Ref. 1! including
electron relaxation, transport, noise, impact ionization, a
optical response. Of various theoretical approaches to the
phonon problem~see, e.g., Refs. 1–6! the ensemble Monte
Carlo method4,5 is probably the most suitable for the time
dependent and strongly nonequilibrium case.

Recent Monte Carlo studies7–9 of the dynamics of non-
equilibrium electron-phonon systems in quasi-on
dimensional~1D! quantum wire~QWI! structures indicate
that hot-phonon phenomena in such structures display uni
peculiarities not existing in bulk semiconductors and qua
tum wells~QWs!. As in bulk semiconductors and QWs, non
equilibrium phonon populations strongly affect hot-electro
relaxation in QWIs, but their effect in QWIs is twofold: ho
phonons increase electron cooling rates at the very init
relaxation stage and decrease them when quasiequilibr
between electron and phonon subsystems is reached. Un
in bulk materials and QWs, nonequilibrium phonon buildu
and their role in electron relaxation depend strongly on t
shape of initial distribution of injected or photoexcited elec
trons. Although hot-phonon buildup in QWIs is considerab
more pronounced than in bulk materials and QWs for t
same equivalent electron concentrations, their influence
electron transport in QWIs has not yet been studied. Due
the 1D nature of optical phonons in QWIs~assuming that
phonons are confined! nonequilibrium optical phonons carry
much of the directed momentum and their influence on ele
tron transport should be quite pronounced.

In this paper we present self-consistent ensemble Mo
Carlo simulations of electron transport in QWIs which in
clude hot phonons.
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II. MODEL AND METHOD

We have employed the ensemble Monte Car
procedure5 for the simulation of a coupled nonequilibrium
electron-phonon system. We have considered GaAs/Al
rectangular QWI with an infinitely deep potential well fo
electrons with multisubband parabolic band structure. Ele
tron intersubband and intrasubband scattering by optical a
acoustic phonons are considered. We have incorporated
our model optical phonon confinement within a QWI an
localization at heterointerfaces.10,11 Due to considerably
stronger coupling with electrons in thick and modera
QWIs,11 only nonequilibrium distributions of confined longi-
tudinal optical ~LO! phonons are taken into account. Th
distributions of two branches of surface optical~SO! ~inter-
face! phonons are assumed in equilibrium. Strong inelastic
of acoustic-phonon scattering12 is also included in our
model. We have considered rather high temperatures~30–
300 K!, and therefore electron-electron intersubband scatt
ing and electron scattering by regions of interface roughne
have been neglected. We have chosen the cross-sectio
the QWI of 1503250 Å2. This moderately thick QWI has
been chosen in order to diminish the role of acoustic-phon
scattering and the role or electron intersubband transitions
thin QWIs, acoustic-phonon scattering is so strong that
largely determines electron relaxation and transport.7 Hot-
phonon buildup in QWIs is pronounced for electron conce
trations n of the order of 105 cm21 or more.7,8 We have
considered this electron concentration throughout our sim
lations.

1D systems have some peculiarities in nonequilibriu
phonon buildup which must be carefully considered. Owin
to optical phonon quantization and the resultant 1D mome
tum conservation in quantum wires, electrons can emit
absorb optical phonons with wave vectors which are stric
defined by the electron momentum and the phonon ener
In general, the phonon wave number is defined by the ene
and momentum conservation equations and is given by

q5Ak21k8222kk8 cosu, ~1!
my
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wherek is the electron wave number before scattering,k8
5 Ak262m*v0 /\ is the electron wave number after absorp
tion ~sign1! or emission~sign2! of the optical phonon of
frequencyv0, andu is the angle between electron wave vec
tors before and after scattering. In 1D structures there are
two final states for scattered electrons: forward scatteri
with cosu51, or backward scattering with cosu521. Con-
sequently, there are two possible phonon wave vectors av
able for emission~and two for absorption! by any single
electron:

qmin5uk2k8u, qmax5uk1k8u. ~2!

In contrast, in quantum wells~or bulk materials! due to ex-
istence of additional degree~s! of freedom, cosu can take any
value in the range~21,11!, so that there is an entire range o
phononq values fromuk2k8u to uk1k8u available for elec-
tron interactions. Therefore, electrons in QWIs having app
ciably different energies generate nonequilibrium phonons
different, narrowq-space regions which do not overlap.

Nonequilibrium phonons have been included by calc
lating the phonon occupation number vs phonon wave vec
~phonon distribution! within the Monte Carlo procedure. In
accordance with the 1D nature of optical phonons in QW
the increment of a phonon occupation number after ea
emission~sign1! or absorption~sign2! event is given by
the term6~2p/Dq! (n/N), whereDq is the mesh step inq
space used to record theNq histogram,n is the linear elec-
tron concentration in a QWI, andN is the actual number of
particles in the simulation.

In Monte Carlo simulations of bulk and 2D nonequilib
rium electron-optical-phonon systems, the mesh step is no
crucial parameter, given that this step is much less than
q-space region populated by nonequilibrium phonons. D
to overlap of phonon distributions generated by various ele
trons in bulk and 2D systems@see Eq.~1!# the phonon reab-
sorption rate depends on the integrated~average! occupation
number over the entire region which is not crucially sensitiv
to the mesh step. However, as we see from the above c
sideration, in 1D systems phonon distributions generated
electrons with different energies do not overlap, and the
absorption rate depends only on the magnitude of the phon
occupation numberNq at an appropriateq value. Therefore,
as the mesh step becomes smaller, both the occupation n
ber at this particularq and the reabsorption rate becom
larger. There are, of course, physical limits on the magnitu
of Dq. These limits follow from the uncertainty in the pho
non longitudinal wave number due to the finite length of th
QWI.

We have taken a QWI of lengthLx510 microns, so that
Dq52p/Lx'63103 cm21. Hot-optical-phonon decay into
acoustic phonons is taken into account by recalculatingNq

for every mesh step at the end of each time step. For sim
lations we have used the bulk value of the optical phon
decay timetph57 ps, because the most complete existin
model indicates that the decay time does not depend c
cially on the dimensionality of the semiconductor structure.13

The time step in our simulations has been chosen to
smaller than the average time between two events of elect
scattering by optical phonons and much less than the pho
5146 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 1. Electron drift velocity as a function of electric field in QWI of
cross-section 2503150 Å2. Two upper curves are obtained for the equilib-
rium lattice temperatureT530 K, two lower curves forT5300 K. Solid
curves are calculated without hot phonons, dashed curves with hot phono
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thermalization timetph. We have not taken into account the
increase in the acoustic phonon population as a result of
decay of nonequilibrium optical phonons. There are two re
sons for this. First, the buildup of nonequilibrium optica
phonons occurs only in a very narrow region of the Brilloui
zone~near the zone center!, so that over the entire zone the
average occupation number increases only negligibly. This
true for systems of any dimensionality since the electro
interacting with phonons populate only the center region
the Brillouin zone. Second, the acoustic phonons in QW
embedded in surrounding materials with similar elastic pro
erties ~GaAs in AlAs in our case! may penetrate through
GaAs/AlAs interfaces and escape from the QWI. Therefo
we have good thermal conductivity and the QWI should n
be heated much more than the whole GaAs/AlAs structu
Given that the surrounding AlAs is sufficiently massive, th
increase in temperature would be negligible even if the QW
strongly radiates acoustic phonons.

III. HOT PHONONS IN A SINGLE QUANTUM WIRE

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of electro
transport in a single QWI under nonequilibrium phonon co
ditions. To reveal hot-phonon effects we have also calculat
electron transport characteristics under equilibrium phono

Figure 1 illustrates the electron drift velocity as a func
tion of applied electric field for two equilibrium lattice tem-
peratures,T530 K ~two lower curves! andT5300 K ~two
lower curves!. As one can see from Fig. 1, hot-phonon e
fects have opposite signs at low and high temperatures.
low temperatures, hot phonons reduce the electron drift v
locity, while at high temperatures they increase it. The re
son for this is as follows: Electron transport at low temper
tures and with equilibrium phonons is close to
streaming,14–17 i.e., electrons accelerate with little scatterin
until they acquire the optical phonon energy, at which tim
they emit optical phonons and are scattered down to the s
Mickevičius et al.
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FIG. 2. Transient response of electron drift velocity to the electric field st
E5200 V/cm. Solid curve 1 is obtained without hot phonons, dashed cu
2 with hot phonons. QWI: 2503150 Å2, T530 K.
he

me
band bottom. This process repeats periodically. In t
streaming regime the electron drift velocity saturates at

vs5A \v

2m*
, ~3!

where\v is the optical phonon energy. Substituting numer
cal values for GaAs, we getvs'2.153107 cm/s. Reabsorp-
tion of nonequilibrium optical phonons destroys the phase
electron motion and the streaming regime. As a result, el
tron drift velocity drops below the streaming velocity@Eq.
~3!#.

Figure 2 demonstrates the transient response of the e
tron drift velocity to an electric field step. One can see fro
Fig. 2 that drift-velocity oscillations due to streaming-like
motion of electrons are effectively suppressed by h
phonons. Thus at low temperatures the hot-phonon effec
similar to the effect of lifting the equilibrium lattice tempera
ture; hot phonons cause the randomization of electron m
mentum and increase in mean electron energy rather than
gain of directed momentum. Such a hot-phonon effect
called diffusive electron heating by hot phonons. Figure
shows the transient response of the total nonequilibrium ph
non population~effective lattice temperature! in this near-
streaming regime. Oscillations related to resonant perio
emission of optical phonons in the streaming regime are a
quite pronounced.

The increase of electron drift velocity at a temperature
300 K is related to the hot-phonon distribution in momentu
space. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! illustrate the nonequilibrium LO
phonon distributions at 1 kV/cm andT530 K and 300 K,
respectively. In both cases the phonon distribution is peak
in the forward direction. This peak is very sharp at low tem
peratures, whereas at high temperatures it is rather bro
~Sharp minima and maxima on this distribution are read
reproducible and, as discussed below, they correspond
various intrasubband and intersubband electron transitio
with absorption or emission of LO phonon!. One can see
from Fig. 4~b! that at room temperature nonequilibrium pho
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 3. Transient response of total phonon population to the electric fi
stepE5200 V/cm. QWI: 2503150 Å2, T530 K.
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FIG. 4. Phonon occupation number vs phonon wave number for the sa
QWI as in Fig. 1 at two equilibrium lattice temperatures:~a! T530 K and
~b! T5300 K. Electric field is 1 kV/cm. Dotted line on part~b! represents
the equilibrium phonon occupation number at 300 K.
5147Mickevičius et al.
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non distribution displays not only a forward peak but als
underpopulation of phonons at negative values of phon
wave number. Such a nonequilibrium phonon distribution
caused by the anisotropic electron distribution which occu
when electric fields are present; more electrons have posi
momenta than negative ones. Electrons with positive m
menta emit phonons with positiveq, but can absorb phonons
with either positive or negative wave numbers. Both the u
derpopulation of phonons with negativeq and the overpopu-
lation of phonons~hot phonons! with positive q cause the
gain of directed momentum and are responsible for the e
hancement of the electron drift velocity. Indeed, the unde
population causes the suppression of electron scattering b
in momentum space by the absorption of phonons. As a
sult, the electron distribution becomes more forward-peak
and the drift velocity increases. Phonon underpopulation h
been theoretically obtained in bulk materials.18 Due to the
3D nature of phonon wave vector in bulk crystals, this u
derpopulation has been weakly pronounced. Leoet al.19–21

have measured experimentally the heating of cold electro
by warm lattice of a QW. Their experiments indicate tha
heating rate decreases when increasing electron concen
tion. This effect can be explained in terms of phono
underpopulation.21 The gain of directed momentum due to
the interaction with nonequilibrium phonons is usually calle
hot-phonon drag effect. Hot-phonon drag has been predic
in bulk materials~see, e.g., Ref. 3!. However, due to weakly
pronounced phonon underpopulation in bulk materials, th
drag effect is small, unless the increase in mean elect
energy leads to the suppression of strong ionized impur
scattering and a consequent increase in mobility.22

It must be noted that hot phonons in QWIs cause
increase in the mean electron energy. This increase is du
enhanced phonon absorption rates and is common for s
tems of arbitrary dimensionality and lattice temperature.

It should be pointed out that the simulation method pr
posed provides very valuable information about the couple
electron and nonequilibrium optical-phonon system dyna
ics in the QWI structure. As Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! demonstrate,
at different lattice temperatures the phonon spectra exh
several characteristic features at specific values of the p
non wave vectors. These peaks and dips can be easily id
tified according to the momentum@Eqs.~1! and~2!# and the
energy conservation in the case considered. In particular
could be shown that for 30 K lattice temperature, the pea
at q'62.33106 cm21 in Fig. 4~a! correspond to prevailing
optical phonon emission by electrons in the lowest energe
subband when practically all the carrier energy is dissipat
to these phonons. On the other hand, the dips at the samq
locations for 300 K@see Fig. 4~b!# can be identified with
dominant LO phonon absorption by ‘‘slow ’’ electrons resid
ing near the lowest subband bottom. The characteristic pe
at'21.33106 cm21 in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! is associated with
the optical phonon emission by electrons in the second s
band~located at'27 meV above the first subband!. After the
emission the carriers are scattered down to the lowest en
getic subband. The above analysis demonstrates that the n
equilibrium phonon spectra reveal the change in the role
different electron-optical-phonon scattering ‘‘channels’’ i
5148 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 5. Total phonon population as a function of electric field. QWI: 25
3150 Å2, T530 K.
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the QWI caused by changes in the lattice temperature
external electric field.

Figure 5 depicts the total phonon population plotted v
applied electric field. At fields exceeding 100 V/cm this de
pendence is essentially linear. The reason is that at hig
fields in steady state the total power pumped into the electr
system by the external electric field is dissipated via th
emission of LO phonons. The total Joule power,PJ5envdE,
for the saturated drift velocityvd is a linear function of elec-
tric field E. Therefore, the total phonon population which i
proportional toPJ is also a linear function ofE. The depen-
dence is near exponential at low electric fields~E,100
V/cm!.

IV. SUMMARY

By the ensemble Monte Carlo technique we have inve
tigated electron transport under nonequilibrium phonon co
ditions in single, rectangular GaAs/AlAs quantum wires.

Let us list simplifications we have assumed in ou
model. We have not taken into account electron scattering
ionized impurities, regions of surface roughness, or electro
electron interactions. Although all these mechanisms may
very important at very low temperatures,23,24 they are not of
crucial importance for electron transport atT530–300 K or
at high electric fields. We have assumed infinitely deep p
tential wells for electrons. Under the transport condition
considered in this paper, a negligible fraction of electrons a
heated above optical phonon energy~36.6 meV!. The barrier
height for GaAs/AlGaAs structures is of the order of sever
hundred of meVs so that such barriers may be considered
infinitely high under these transport conditions.

Our results have revealed twofold hot-phonon effects
electron transport in single QWIs. At low temperatures, di
fusive heating of electrons by hot phonons prevails over h
phonon drag effect and leads to the reduction of the electr
drift velocity. At room temperature, due to the shifted for
ward electron distribution in momentum space, the noneq
librium phonon population displays underpopulation at neg
tive wave numbers and overpopulation~hot phonons! at
Mickevičius et al.
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.

positive wave numbers. As a result, the rate of electron tra
sitions back in momentum space assisted by phonon abs
tion are suppressed and transitions forward are enhanc
Hence, electron drift velocity as well as low-field mobility
increase. This so-called hot-phonon drag effect is well pr
nounced in QWIs; the mobility and velocity increase b
more than 30%.

It should be pointed out that the hot-phonon drag effe
can find its application in a variety of novel nanosca
devices.25
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